Our government is always concerned with the education of the youth because it is the belief that with education we will attain the greatest height of our life. How can it be? Possible, through proper education whose teacher can do. Teaching is a profession, a noblest profession in fact. It requires specialized knowledge, training and skills, commitment and rendering service to community. It is not an ordinary job it is more a job- a profession. Teachers are underpaid and overlooked. The hour are long and obviously benefits are few. We have to give everything without expecting anything. But at the end of the day the knowledge that you planted in learners’ mind is like the stars that twinkling at the dark night, make our children the hope of one’s land. That is the best rewards for the teachers.

Teaching is a mission because it is our responsibility to see to it that all of our pupils that pass through our hands must obtain learning to the fullest. Every teacher has its own purpose, goal and unique mission need to accomplish. Teaching is non-stop learning situation. You always seek information in order to transmit the insights and knowledge or even patience to their pupils. We are entrusted to do the task, expected to contribute to the betterment of this world in a unique way and to help child become more human. “Once a teacher, forever a learner”.

Have you ever pictured yourself teaching in a remote area where people are so different from you in many aspects such as custom, belief and religion? How about picturing yourself teaching in one of the flooded place? Teachers must exert the best efforts they have, to obtain learning. It is hard. Rain or shine no matter what. Teachers are always there to guide and make learners’ mind wide ad wise.. Teaching is profession and… a mission.
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